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Background
The current Water Treatment Plant has been in service since February 1994 providing safe
drinking water to the Town with no major issues. After 25 years there has been some
deterioration of certain components in the system.
The filtering process is a major component of the drinking water system, which was badly
corroded and rehabilitation necessary. This system is a Roberts Pacer Pre-Packaged Water
System with a two-part filter.
This capital improvement refurbished the purification and filtration components within the Earlton
Drinking Water Treatment Plant.

Filter #2 January 2019
Before
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Project Commencement
In late 2018, tenders were sent out with the intention to complete the work between January to
April during low demand for water.
Continental Carbon Group Inc. from Stoney Creek, Ontario is the contractor hired to complete the
capital improvement and staff had to prepare for complete isolation of 1 filter while refurbishing
crews work on the other filter.
The preparation work consisted of installation of 2 butterfly valves to protect workers and filters
from accidental water in-flow. Old valves were replaced with new ones before the filter is back in
service.

Butterfly shut off valve

Old valve

Final tests on backwash system were done on January 22nd to eliminate all air and water from
entering filter #2 while filter #1 was still in service. Well #3 flow had to be turned down from 9
lt/sec to 7 lt/sec so that the filter would not overflow.
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PART 1
Filter #2
The Continental Carbon Group’s first crew arrived January 23, 2019 and proceeded with the
removal of the filter and clarifier media with a vacuum truck.

Filter Media removal

Filter Laterals Removed
The CCG crew removed Air and Water laterals in Filters and, screens and air laterals in Clarifiers
on January 24th.
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The second crew (JDCMI – subcontractor) was responsible for cleaning and preparing filter by
sandblasting, which commenced February 4th and was completed February 7th. Cleaning and
preparation for painting was started immediately and first coat of paint applied on February 9th.

Filter enclosure

Equipment enclosure

Filter #2 Cleaned and ready for painting
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Final Stages of filter #2 refurbishment

The spraying consists of 3 coats of NSF approved Epoxy liner with a minimum of 6 hours drying/
curing between coats. Only 1 coat a day was applied allowing for extra curing time.

First coat of Epoxy liner
A great deal of attention had to be maintained during coating and preparations between coats so
that no dust or foreign material contaminated the paint and filters. The last coat of paint was
sprayed on February 11.
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Clarifier Completed

Filter Completed

The JDCMI crew proceeded with the tear down of enclosure, clean up and some paint touch ups
on February 12, 2019 before heading back home. While filter was curing the operators changed
valves and some pipes

Filter media installation:
The Continental Carbon Group arrived February 19, 2019 with a 3-man crew and started moving
in material and equipment in Waterplant to install filter screens, laterals and media.
Clarifier screens and filter laterals were installed on February 20th.
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Filter laterals

New Clarifier screens

Filter media did not arrive on site until February 21st and Anthracite was not shipped.
The installation of media is a slower process because an operator must be on site and perform a
manual backwash after every layer of media is installed (3 different layers in clarifier) and (7
different layers in filter).
After each backwash the CCG crew has to enter the clarifier/filter to level the media before each
layer. The 3 last media layers on filter side must be scrubbed after each backwash to remove all
dust particles and 2 backwashes are required for final 2 layers.
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Clarifier media before screens

Bottom filter media.

Media before scrubbing

Final load of Anthracite arrived February 23rd and was installed on same day. 2 backwashes and
scrubs were done after install and hypochlorite was added between 50 to 100 ppm to filter and
allowed to sit for 12 hours before being flushed out and 2 more backwashes were done on
February 24th.
Filter 2 was back on line and filter #1 was taken out of commission, vacuumed and prepared for
sandblasting.
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Filter #2 on line February 27, 2019.
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Part 2: Filter #1
February 27 was the clean out of Filter #1 with CCG and Ray & Sons.

Vacuum truck for Media removal.

Filter Media removal

Clarifier cleaned out

JDCMI crew started preparation work for Filter #1 on March 04. The prep work includes
covering and sealing all parts that cannot be removed.
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The frame for the enclosure has to be wedged in place and fastened together as a complete
self-standing unit without affecting any pipes and external components of the filter.

Framing around Filter #1
Cover on Filter #2 during project.
Pipes covered with Geo Textile and duct tape for protection during sandblasting/painting.
GEO textile is used between all joints to keep dust from contaminating Waterplant

Completed Containment
Sandblasting started on March 9th and was finished on March 11th.
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Unlike when the first filter that was done, JDCMI decided to install the dust collector outside
for the second filter to try and keep the dust in the Waterplant to a minimum. Although these
precautions were taken, there was still some dust that accumulated in the building.

Dust collection system set up for Filter #1
JDCMI crew started cleaning out sandblastings from Filter #1 March 11th, the sand is brought
out manually using 5 gallon pails and takes approximately a day and a half. While cleaning
out the crew found some spots that had to be sanded using hand tools and had to do extra
cleaning. Once sand was removed and all dust cleaned out of filter JDCMI started first coat of
paint on March 13th.
To optimize drying and curing time, JDCMI used a
dehumidifier in between coats for this filter. This unit pumps
in dry, warm air into the filter to help with circulation and
allows for a more uniform curing.
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March 14, 2019:
While JDCMI were applying 2nd coat of paint, staff started to change some valves to ensure
that project would be ready for backwashes when CCG crew would start installing media. 2
Electronic valves were installed, along with 1 Air scouring valve and 1 backwash to clarifier
valve, also a new elbow to the filter were installed. 1 Air valve and 1 Backwash to waste valve
could not be installed until JDCMI removed the enclosure.

Backwash in Valve

Elbow in Filter for Backwash

JDCMI applied the last coat of paint on Friday March 15th, and returned March 16th to remove
enclosure, touch up some paint and clean up area before they left.
The electrician was in on March 18th to wire valves and staff installed the 2 final valves, floats
and pipes.
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Air to Filter valve

Backflow to waste valve

Filter floats

The crew from CCG started reinstalling filter and clarifier laterals on March 19th. They also
installed 2 layers of media in clarifier and backwashes where made between each layer.
On March 20th the clarifier was complete with a total of 148, (50 pound bags) of media. Media
A, 18 bags, media B, 10 bags, media C, 120 bags. The crew also installed 4 layers of media
in filter.

2nd layer of Media in Filter
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Continental Carbon Group installed last 3 layers of media on March 21st, total amount of
media in filter was 302 bags starting with 1½ x ¾ inch gravel, every layer smaller than the last
until the way to the top layer of Anthracite.
After final backwash and scrape they added chlorine at a concentration of 50-100 ppm, and
let it soak for a minimum of 12 hours. After approximately 19 hours March 22nd, CCG came in
to check residual before heading home. Residual was still above 50 ppm.
Staff then performed two-15 minute backwashes to clear filter once more and then took 2
Bactea samples (E-coli, Total Coliform) to be sent for lab analysis. Results from Bactea
samples were received March 23rd and normal operations resumed with wells brought back
up to normal operating flows. Filters were performing to normal operating standards.

Filter #1 completed
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Conclusion
Projects of this magnitude require planning and expertise in many areas to ensure no
disruption in services with proper resources allocated. The crews from Continental Carbon
Group and JDCMI have been doing this type of work for many years and had specialized
equipment, knowledge and professionalism to provide the town with a filter system that
should last for many years.

Guy Laurin, Overall Responsible Operator
Township of Armstrong
April 2019
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